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5 Key Principles of Value-Based Selling 
By Bob Apollo  

It’s a sad fact that today’s average B2B sales person is still far more comfortable talking about their 

products than they are discussing business issues. However, the average B2B buyer regards a sales 

person’s relevant business knowledge as being far more valuable than their ability to regurgitate product 

features, functions and benefits. 

This terrible mismatch has profound consequences. It 

should be no surprise that on average 87% of the 

revenues in complex B2B sales environments are being 

generated by just 13% of the sales population. Needless 

to say, the gap between the best and the rest is far 

narrower in best-in-class sales organisations. What sets 

these top performing organisations apart? 

There’s abundant evidence to suggest that one of the 

most significant differences lies in their ability to 

systematically create unique value to their customers 

through the disciplined application of value-based selling 

techniques across their entire sales and marketing 

organisation. And the results can be seen in top line 

revenue growth that far exceeds market averages. 

So what does value-based selling entail? It’s not – as some early definitions suggested – just about 

maximising the value of your solution to the customer. In fact, focusing on your value too early in the 

development of a sales opportunity can actually compromise your chances of success. Because if there is 

no problem, there can be no solution. 

Before the value of your solution is in any way relevant to your potential customer, they must first – 

hopefully with your help – recognise the value of solving the problem the first place, and acknowledge the 

cost of inaction and the urgent need for change. Otherwise, the most likely outcome is that they will 

simply decide to stick with the status quo. 

In fact, that’s exactly what happens in over 60% of apparently well-qualified sales opportunities today: 

after months – sometimes years – of consideration and the application of large amounts of sales energy 

and resource, the prospect simply decides to “do nothing” – at least for the moment. 

Principle #1: focus on the value of solving their problem 

That’s why the first principle of value-based selling is to focus on the value to the prospect of dealing 

with the issue they have identified. If the prospect cannot articulate the costs and consequences of the 

problem and the value of solving it, their chances of getting their organisation to agree to invest in any 

solution is remote – as are your chances of winning. 

 

It’s dangerous to assume that your prospect is fully aware of all of these costs and consequences. In fact, a 

key role of the sales person in these early stages must be to help the prospect recognise the full horror of 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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sticking with the status quo. Almost always, this will involve drawing their attention to aspects of the 

problem they may not have recognised or – even better – introducing high-impact issues that they may not 

have previously been aware of. 

But if, despite all your efforts, the value of solving the problem remains unclear or weak, it’s usually best 

to qualify out the “opportunity” and defer it for future nurturing – even if you appear to have a good 

solution fit. 

Principle #2: be specific about the value you offer 

Marketers sometimes make a great deal of fuss about articulating your company’s “unique value 

proposition”. But no matter how agonisingly carefully they are crafted, these can only ever be generic 

statements designed to appeal to your target market as a whole. Value-based selling requires that you get 

very specific about the value you offer each prospect – in effect you need a personally tailored unique 

value position. 

Rather than a broad description of all that you can offer, you’ll get much more traction by selectively 

identifying and highlighting the small subset of your total capabilities that are most relevant to 

successfully addressing the issue you have identified. And you need to clearly explain how you deliver 

unique and relevant value to every member of the decision-making team. 

Principle #3: contribute relevant value in every interaction 

If your contacts are serious decision-makers with substantial workloads, they will not appreciate being 

involved in conversations and meetings that leave them wondering why they just wasted their valuable 

time. So the third core principle of value-based selling is to seek to contribute relevant value in every 

customer interaction. 

This value might be expressed by responding their questions simply, directly and completely rather than 

leading them around the houses with an ambiguous or deliberately obfuscated response. Or it might be 

expressed by sharing an insight that causes them to think differently or by revealing a relevant fact they 

were previously unaware of. 

Principle #4: facilitate their buying process, not your sales process 

Conventional sales processes are all-too-often designed around the needs of the seller, not the buyer. So 

it’s hardly surprising that things the sales person sees as important are often regarded by the prospect as 

irrelevant or (even worse) profoundly irritating, while at the same time their interests and concerns are 

being poorly served by the sales person. 

That’s why your sales approach – and the key stages in your sales pipeline and CRM system – must be 

designed around the key stages and milestones in your prospect’s buying decision process. Your sales 

activities, sales enablement tools and shareable content must be designed to advance a well-qualified 

opportunity through their buying decision process. 

Principle #5: if you can’t contribute distinctive value, qualify out 

The final principle is simple: if your solution doesn’t offer a distinctively different and higher-value 

approach solving to the prospect’s identified problem than any of the other options they are considering, 

you need to either do something about it or qualify out. 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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So there you have it: five key principles of value-based selling. I’ll be expanding on each of these ideas in 

future articles.  

Bob Apollo, Inflexion-Point 

Bob is founder of Inflexion-Point - applying a systematic, evidence-based approach to help B2B 
clients generate customer value, eliminate wasted effort and improve marketing and sales 
performance. UK-based, Bob previously held senior sales, marketing and C-level global positions 
in the high-tech sector. 
 

What Causes B2B Customers to Churn? Three Things, and 

“Price” Isn’t One of Them  
By Christine Crandell 

Why do enterprises abandon a vendor’s product after investing so much time and resources in selecting 

and validating the solution? Even after training employees and integrating the product into the broader 

environment, enterprises will abandon it. This is puzzling because most B2B enterprise purchases are not 

done on a whim; there’s a clear outcome that needs to be achieved. Yet large and small businesses often 

change the products, hard and soft, to the bewilderment of the vendor’s sales, marketing, and customer 

success teams.  

As the vendor’s team “What happened?” and you’ll hear that customer defections are due to missing 

product features, performance or roadmap issues, infrequent or incorrect product usage, a change in 

customer strategy, a competitor has “one upped” them, or price. From my experience, in an overwhelming 

majority of cases it’s none of these reasons.  

Unfortunately, by the time vendors realize their customer will churn, the relationship is beyond salvage. 

Equally unfortunate is that most customers aren’t transparent about the real reason for churn. Not wanting 

to deal with the onslaught of emails, phone calls, or visits by ever higher levels of vendor executives in an 

attempt to salvage the account, customers gives the vendor a palatable excuse.  

Yes, customers leave because of poor experiences but it’s not that black and white. What I hear from B2B 

end-customers — from small businesses to Fortune 100 — the number one reason for defection is lack of 

enough “value.” Period.  

It doesn’t matter if it’s a $10,000 SaaS subscription or $500,000 piece of equipment; it all comes down to 

value.  

“Value,” as uniquely defined by each customer, is contextual and multi-faceted, and changes over the 

relationship lifecycle. There is no single, commonly held definition of “value” for each industry, a market 

or customer segment. In other words, “value” is not solely in the product but in what surrounds it.  

Three Dimensions of Value 

In virtually every end-customer interview I’ve conducted, “value” was defined along three dimensions: 

Outcomes, Trust, and Relevance:  

http://www.customerthink.com/
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1. Outcomes  

Contrary to popular belief, customers do not purchase to solve a problem, they purchase to achieve an 

outcome. The problem statement is simply how they articulate the desired outcome.  

One client’s customers articulated the problem as needing a better way to engage customers. The outcome 

they wanted was to reduce inbound contact center calls volume. It wasn’t until after they realized their 

cost savings from deflected calls that their real target outcomes was revealed. From lessons learned to 

date, the real target outcome was to enable them to influence end buyer behavior and preferences.  

The vendor was expected to act as a change catalyst. The definition of “value” changed from number of 

calls deflected (avoided) to how effective the vendor was in guiding the customer through change 

management to realize the new outcome. The vendor, however, wasn’t tuned into the value shift (or that 

this shift was happening widely within their customer base) and had essentially “checked out” once the 

initial ROI was achieved. The vendor thought they were done, yet their customer thought they were just 

beginning and perceived the vendor’s dis-engagement as a failure of customer service.  

Outcomes change over time; vendors need to understand how, why, and what triggers the change.  

2. Trust  

At the core of customer loyalty is a trusted, human-to-human relationship — one based on transparency, 

honesty, and having the customer’s “back.”  

For the Fortune 500 customers of a mobile security client, keeping company data, trade secrets and 

communications away from prying eyes was considered business critical. Security and IT teams expected 

vendors to honor all commitments and be full transparency; their jobs depended on it.  

The vendor repeatedly missed product roadmap delivery dates. Without advance notice of the slippage, 

customers were often caught by surprise. Meanwhile, the sales team made promises that it “won’t happen 

again” coupled with deep discounts to keep the pipeline moving. Trouble tickets remained open and 

escalation processes didn’t seem to make a difference. Customers vocalized their frustration to executive 

management and engineering at annual customer advisory meetings but nothing changed.  

The customers I interviewed felt betrayed, confused, and had lost confidence in the vendor. Many felt the 

vendor’s actions had put their own jobs at risk. What was happening within the vendor was a deep 

commitment to the product roadmap and to each customer’s success but the company had encountered 

some internal issues. Consumed with internal politics and resource shortages, the customers’ concerns 

were downplayed. Customers started to churn and the vendor’s sales pipeline weakened as word got out 

about the roadmap delivery issues.  

Trust doesn’t come with the purchase order, it needs to be constantly earned.  

3. Relevance  

In today’s world, it takes an ecosystem to keep a company relevant and vendors play a key role.  

The SMB customers of a Human Resources SaaS client are challenged daily to find, recruit, and keep 

talent. Armed with knowing which jobs are trending toward labor shortages is vital information for HR 

managers who can make sure compensation is competitive, work environments are healthy.  

http://www.customerthink.com/
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Customers wanted to work with the same vendor team throughout the lifecycle of the relationship. Not 

because customers expected to talk to vendor personnel frequently, but because over time the same team 

would develop a deep understanding of the customer, their business, and labor needs. That knowledge 

would translate into more relevant advice, product usage training, sharing of industry information and 

better support.  

Value was defined as receiving relevant, proactive advice based on the customer’s environment, their 

product usage, and new upcoming features that would make the users’ work easier. Customers wanted 

access to industry studies and domain experts that could counsel them on how to best address emerging 

labor and economic trends in their industry and geography. To customer this value enabled them to be 

more competitive.  

This scope of interaction was well beyond what the vendor thought customers needed or wanted. And the 

vendor’s processes, systems, and organization were not structured to deliver this level of personalized 

value. With some organization and process changes the vendor found that delivering more relevant, 

information at each customer interaction resulted in a higher renewal and up-/cross-sell rates.  

Ongoing relevance is a key driver of vendor stickiness and customer experience.  

Once a vendor delivers the initial expected outcome, customers’ attention shift to other ways a vendor can 

help them. In my experience, most B2B vendors have 90 days from the point of onboarding to begin 

delivering the initial expected outcome. If successful, the customer redefines what “value” means going 

forward. If unsuccessful, the customer may continue to use the product but the decision is made to either 

churn at some convenient future point in time or reposition the product as a tactical, non-critical solution.  

During onboarding, implementation and initial adoption, it’s all about the outcome. Trust begins 

becoming important in the middle of the sales cycle and lasts well past implementation into day-to-day 

operations. Trust takes a step back from importance when the vendor has consistently demonstrated 

trustworthiness, transparency and accuracy. Outcomes remain key until the customers’ needs and 

expectations change and a new definition of value replaces the initial target outcome sought. Then it’s all 

about relevance – which is what makes a vendor sticky.  

During onboarding, implementation and initial adoption, it’s all about the outcome. Trust begins 

becoming important in the middle of the sales cycle and lasts well past implementation into day-to-day 

operations. Trust takes a step back from importance when the vendor has consistently demonstrated 

trustworthiness, transparency and accuracy. Outcomes remain key until the customers’ needs and 

expectations change and the definition of value replaces the initial target outcome sought. Then it’s all 

about relevance.  

Vendors looking to align their marketing, sales, customer success and professional services to deliver a 

stream of ‘Value’ need to undergo a mindset shift.  

Christine Crandell, New Business Strategies 

An accomplished and passionate leader, Christine Crandell has over 20 years strategy and 
marketing experience in enterprise technology. An expert in defining, implementing and 
sustaining transformative strategy, Christine is a serial CMO and has served as CEO, COO, and 
board of director advisor to dozens of early and growth stage private and public companies. 
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Customer Experience in 2015 – 5 Key Learnings 
By Ian Golding, CCXP  

At either the beginning or the end of every year, I am usually asked a couple of standard questions. 

Question 1 is typically ‘what are the key learnings of the year just gone?’ Question 2 tends to focus on 

what the Customer Experience theme for the following year will need to be. In my last column for 

CustomerThink in 2015, I am going to look at answering the first question by sharing my 5 key learnings 

for the year. 

Over the last twelve months, I have worked in twenty countries with businesses in five different industry 

sectors. I have interacted with organisations who are just starting out on their Customer Experience 

journey and with others who are much further evolved in their mission to become more customer centric. 

The themes I have observed during all of my experiences are common to all – wherever they happen to be 

in the world and whatever industry they operate in. So let me take you through my summary of the 

themes one by one. 

1.LEADERSHIP 

A business cannot become a more customer centric one without strong, 

clear leadership. Whilst we would all like to benefit from being led by a 

Jeff Bezos type, customer focused champion, the majority of us are quite 

simply not! Too many leaders are still just TALKING about the need for 

greater customer focus without actually making it happen. It is still so 

common for employees within organisations to have no common sense 

of purpose; no understanding of the ambition of their company; little empowerment to do the right thing 

for the customer; a list of business focused tasks to fulfill that do not benefit the customer; an inaccurate 

perception of how the customer feels about them – I could go on. At the end of the day, until leaders at all 

levels in all industries recognise the importance of ‘balance’ – balancing commercial goals with the needs 

of PEOPLE – both employees and customers, there will still be far too many who are steering ships who 

will constantly switch between sink and swim. 

No business has ever ‘finished’ on the journey to be continuously customer centric – leaders need to 

understand this and acknowledge the need to develop skills and competencies of themselves and their 

teams to make business transformation an ongoing, never ending activity. 

2. COVERNANCE 

There is still confusion all over the world with regards to how best 

GOVERN Customer Experience. Whose responsibility is it? Is it the 

CMO, the CCO, the CXO or the COO? Is it the role of Customer 

Service or Sales & Marketing? There is no right or wrong way to govern 

Customer Experience – what is not up for debate though is clarity of 

WHO in your organisation is accountable for it and who in the organisation is responsible for it. 

Having someone at the ‘top table’ – the ‘c-suite’ – who is accountable for ‘holding up the mirror’ when it 

comes to Customer Experience is advisable. The guardian of Customer Experience (CX) measurement, all 

organisations need someone who will ensure that CX is always prominently on the agenda and that 

strategic decisions are made with a conscious awareness of the effect they will have on customers. 

However, it is vital that EVERYONE in the organisation from top to bottom recognises their 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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RESPONSIBILITY in delivering the intended CX – the role they play in continuously improving every 

touchpoint in the customer journey and every step in their business processes. 

One of my clients has spent a lot of time developing ‘employee HEROES’ – the equivalent of a customer 

persona for employees – a brilliant way of ensuring that all employees know the role they play in 

delivering the CX this particular organisation wants their customers to have. 

If you are unclear as to who is leading your CX charge – how your organisation is doing – what your 

customer focused priorities are – what role you and your team play in delivering the CX – your business 

is crying out for much greater governance. 

3. COMMITMENT 

It still amazes me how much time and effort is being put into the subject 

of CX – all over the world – for such little reward. There are so many 

who have great intentions to transform their businesses, but either fail to 

commit to making change happen, or fail to get the commitment of 

others to do so. Getting people to acknowledge the importance of CX is 

relatively easy. Gaining acknowledgement of the need to change is also not that difficult. In fact, 

diagnosing what is causing the problem is also not too great a stretch. 

HOWEVER… seeing businesses actually COMMITTING to doing something about the things that are 

causing customers most distress is where the wheels are falling off. I still hear too many companies 

saying, ‘we know what the problems are’ – if you know what they are, then why are you not addressing 

them?! We are living in a business world that is swamped with data – most companies have KPIs coming 

out of their ears – yet when it comes to actually committing to fix the known drivers of customer 

dissatisfaction, PROCRASTINATION seems to be the norm. 

If a business truly, authentically, genuinely wants to become more customer centric, it must make a firm 

COMMITMENT to understanding what its top priorities are and actually FIXING them. It needs to make 

a commitment to its customers and colleagues that is never ending. Customer Experience is not a fad. It is 

not a project. It is not a one off event. It is infinite. 

4. KNOWLEDGE 

I recently wrote about the need for developing further EDUCATION in 

the field of Customer Experience. I believe that one of the great issues 

we are still facing is the fact that there are too many people who do not 

actually understand what CX is. Businesses assume that everyone knows 

what CX is and what their role is in delivering it, but too few ever 

provide people with real education in the subject. 

CX is now recognised by many as a profession. It is a skillset as well as a mindset. Unless you invest in 

giving your people the understanding of it – the skills, methods and techniques that define it – it will be 

very difficult to see any demonstrable change in the experiences your customers will have. 
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5. EMOTION 

I have also written about and spoken a lot about EMOTION throughout 

2015. Understanding how it FEELS to be an employee and a customer 

of your organisation sounds so SIMPLE – yet it I still find it astonishing 

how many people in businesses do not know. I have asked hundreds of 

people this year how it FEELS to be an employee across their ‘current 

state customer journeys’ – far too many have struggled to answer the question. Quite simply – they do not 

know. 

Other CX commentators are echoing my sentiments about the importance of reconnecting emotionally 

with customers. It is only when we understand how we make customers feel that we are able to empathise 

with them. Empathy leads to advocacy. Advocacy leads to loyalty. Loyalty leads to growth – who 

wouldn’t want that? 

So there you have it – just five themes from 2015 – I am sure you may be able to add more. What is clear 

is that there is still plenty to do!! The world is a very long way from being truly customer centric – and is 

likely to be for many years to come. However, the journey continues. One thing that will never change is 

the fact that all of our organisations have customers. Those customers will always have needs and 

expectations. The better able we are to meet their needs and expectations, the more likely it is those 

customers will want to keep interacting with us. The more this happens, the greater the likelihood our 

organisations will make more money. Simple right? 

Ian Golding, CCXP, Customer Experience Consultancy Ltd 

Ian Golding is a Certified Customer Experience Professional. A highly influential freelance CX 
consultant, Ian advises leading companies on CX strategy, measurement, improvement and 
employee advocacy techniques and solutions. Ian has worked across multiple industries including 
retail, financial services, logistics, telecoms and pharmaceuticals and has deployed CX tools and 
methodologies all over the world. An internationally renowned speaker and blogger on the 
subject of CX, Ian is also the first to become a CCXP Authorised Resource & Training Provider. 

One Word Can Speak Volumes About Your Company Culture 
By Bob Hayes, PhD 

Employee surveys are used to help manage the employee relationship. The questions in the employee 

survey are used to elicit employee responses that will be used to better understand how to improve that 

relationship. I crafted a new employee survey question by combining two different types of measurement 

approaches, structured (intentional and standard rating scale) and unstructured (unintentional and text 

analysis). This approach provides both qualitative and quantitative information you can use to improve 

how you manage the employee relationship. 

Here is the open-ended question: What one word best describes <Company Name> as an employer? 

I have one client (startup B2B technology company) who conducts an annual employee survey. Last year, 

a total of 157 employees completed the survey (response rate of 61%). In addition to the ESI question, 

their employee survey included other questions, including employee loyalty questions (likelihood to stay, 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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likelihood to recommend) and employee experience questions (26 different questions across variety of 

areas – supervisor, pay, benefits, work group, promotions, training). 

The one-word answer can be used in a few ways to provide employee insight. First, you can examine the 

content of the words to understand your strengths and weaknesses. Second, you assign a sentiment value 

to the words and use these sentiment values in employee analytics efforts. Finally, depending on the 

results you get, you can use the words in your employment and recruitment collateral for branding. 

1. Identify Company Strengths and Weaknesses 

The most frequently used words by the employees are presented in Figure 1. Some words used by many 

employees included general adjectives such as “Awesome,” “Exciting,” “Great” and “Good.” While these 

words tell you that employees are generally happy, they are less useful in pinpointing the reasons why 

they are happy.  

There were, however, a few words that reflected specific adjectives that provide some insight about the 

work environment (e.g., “Flexible / Flexibility,” “Teamwork,” “Innovative,” “Agile” and “Hectic”). 

Taken as a whole, these diverse adjectives paint a generally positive picture of a work environment that is 

innovative, flexible, hectic and one that supports teamwork. 

 

Figure 1. Examine the content of words that your employees use to describe you to understand your 
strengths and weaknesses. 
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2. Use Employee Sentiment as a KPI 

Calculating a sentiment score is an exercise of mapping each word into a numeric value of sentiment. I 

used an existing sentiment lexicon that is based on prior research in the area of sentiment measurement 

(see here, here and here). Each word is assigned a value (based on the lexicon) on a scale from 0 (negative 

sentiment) to 10 (positive sentiment). This value represents the Employee Sentiment Index. 

The average ESI value across the entire set of employee responses was 7.2, reflecting that, on the average, 

the employees generally have a positive attitude about their employer. To understand the usefulness of the 

ESI, I correlated it with the other employee loyalty measures. As you can see in Figure 2, employee 

sentiment (as measured by the ESI) is positively related to employees’ intentions to stay with the 

employer and intentions to recommend the employer as a place to work. 

 

Figure 2. The Employee Sentiment Index (ESI) is predictive of important organizational variables like employees’ intentions to 

stay with the employer and recommend the employer as a place to work. 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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The ESI could be used as a key performance index for use in employee analytics efforts that identify the 

causes of employee sentiment. Furthermore, the ESI could be included in executive dashboards as a good 

overall metric of the health of the employee-employer relationship. 

3. Improve Company Branding 

The list of words that employees use to describe you paints a general picture of your company. Create a 

word cloud to help you communicate the survey results to the company. Additionally, you can use the word 

cloud as part of your recruitment efforts to attract new employees. My client used their word cloud as part 

of their employee on-boarding process (see an initial mock up of their word cloud in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Use employee responses for communication purposes and branding purposes. 

Summary 

I presented a measurement approach to help businesses manage the health of the employee relationship. 

The proposed method reflects an intentional measurement approach using unstructured data. The 

measurement approach offers a variety of benefits: 

1. Identify company strengths/weaknesses. The content of the words that the employees use can be 

examined to to understand common themes. 

2. Use employee sentiment as a KPI. The ESI measures the extent to which employees hold 

positive sentiment toward their employer. This quantifiable metric can be used to track progress 

over time. The ESI is predictive of other important organizational measures including turnover 

intentions and likelihood to recommend the employer. 

3. Improve company branding. Depending on the results, you can use word clouds for employment 

collateral to support recruitment and employee orientation activities. 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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Results of the analyses show that the measurement method provides useful information about your 

employees. Try using this question in your next employee survey to better understand how to better 

manage your employee relationships. 

Bob Hayes, PhD, AnalyticsWeek 

Bob E. Hayes, PhD is the Chief Research Officer at AnalyticsWeek and president of Business Over 
Broadway. He calls himself a scientist, analyst, blogger and author on customer experience 
management (CEM) and analytics (Beyond the Ultimate Question and Measuring Customer 
Satisfaction and Loyalty). 

  

Business-to-Business Customer Experience Strategy for 2016 & 

Beyond 
By Lynn Hunsaker 

Before you get carried away with patterning your business-to-business customer experience strategy on 

the latest shiny objects, here’s a way to help you invest wisely. It’s simple: Step 1 is to sketch out the 

phases of “What are our customers’ processes for selecting, getting, and using the type of solution that we 

sell?” Step 2 is to list your answers to “What is required by us to fulfill these processes of our 

customers?” 

Don’t get me wrong — shiny objects may be fine — as long as they efficiently serve your overall strategy 

with sustained benefits. And that’s key! Manage customer experience more like you do any other business 

investment: 

1. What is really needed by the stakeholders? 

2. What is the most efficient way to provide those needs? 

3. What is the best way to make the benefits an annuity? 

The convergence of answers to those three questions is typically what executives will select for any kind 

of business investment. But the shiny object syndrome, following the crowd, impatience, greed, self-

centered thinking, and lack of due diligence in business case development have too often obscured the 

wisest business-to-business customer experience strategy (B2B CX) decisions. 

What Stakeholders Need 

Step 1 — What are our customers’ processes for selecting, getting, and using the type of solution that we 

sell? — should ultimately be understood intimately. And for separate customer segments, preferably 

segmented by expectation sets rather than demographics. And of course your deep and holistic 

understanding of these things should be gained through unbiased research with customers directly. But for 

the purpose of creating your B2B CX strategy, this simple outline will do: 

1. We need something 

2. What are our choices 

3. We decide and buy 

http://www.customerthink.com/
http://analyticsweek.com/
http://www.businessoverbroadway.com/
http://www.businessoverbroadway.com/
http://businessoverbroadway.com/resources/books
http://businessoverbroadway.com/resources/books
http://businessoverbroadway.com/resources/books
http://customerthink.com/author/clearaction/
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4. We receive our order 

5. We install and use 

6. We have questions 

7. We integrate what we bought with what we have . . . in order to achieve a specific capability. 

 

Efficient Way to Provide Those Needs 

Step 2 — What is required of us to fulfill these processes of our customers? — should ultimately be 

understood in direct relation to the expectation-set segmentation research from Step 1. And by doing 

proper root cause analysis, i.e. asking why five times to get beyond symptoms to true root causes. But for 

the purpose of creating your B2B CX strategy, you can answer Step 2 within an hour or two. Keep it 

simple, with two sub-steps: 

 What do we need to do daily to support a customer at each phase of their processes outlined in 

Step 1? 

 What capabilities enable us to provide that daily support of customers’ processes to select, get and 

use the solutions they buy from us? 

When you keep the questions simple like this, a profound truth emerges. No one is exempt from playing a 

critical role in customer experience excellence. 

When you keep the questions simple like this, a profound truth emerges. No one is exempt from playing a 
critical role in customer experience excellence. 

Some may balk at that assertion, saying surely some of these things are minor and so far removed from 

customer interactions that they can be excused from the need to apply customer-centered thinking to 

them. Yet that is certainly false! Take the example shared by a friend of mine recently, about a customer 

holding up payment, and incurring a lot of otherwise unnecessary meetings and escalations — all because 

of a disagreement about the terms and conditions (T&Cs). In the big scheme of things, T&Cs is a tiny 

fraction of what it takes — and it’s way back deep in the capabilities section of the chart shown here, and 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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determined by your Legal Department — all of which are a far cry from your front-line staff, touch-

points, digital marketing, loyalty and reference programs, and so forth! 

It’s a case-in-point that it truly takes a village to achieve customer experience excellence. It can’t be 

relegated to a section of your company or a set of nifty technologies — that is, if you really expect to be 

consistently excellent (read: an engine for growth). And it must be all about customer-centered thinking 

throughout your entire company (and your suppliers and alliance partners) if you expect it to be 

profitable. 

Making the Benefits an Annuity 

You may be taking comfort in your voice of the customer action alerts that involve any corner of your 

company in resolving a current issue for a customer. That’s necessary, yet grossly insufficient. Because it 

is not sustainable for ROI. You’ve got to get ahead of all of those costs by insisting thateveryone get in-

sync with customers and do the right things right the first time, as much as is humanly possible. It will 

free-up your front-line staff from being a buffer between things-gone-wrong and customers’ emotions. It 

will free-up your front-line staff and everyone involved in escalations and remedial efforts to apply their 

expertise to higher value-add. 

Many companies have invested well over a million dollars, or multiples of that, just in voice of the 

customer technologies and staff. How can the return on that investment be high (read: annuity) if your 

strategy ignores the simple truth that any of the daily support or behind-the-scenes capabilities, as listed in 

the diagram above, are excused from customer-centered thinking? Escalations are expensive! Remedial 

efforts squander precious resources. You’ll always be on a treadmill of sub-optimal investment until your 

B2B CX strategy embraces the fact that no one is exempt from playing a critical role in CX excellence. 

Customer Experience Strategy 

So start now to think bigger. What will it take in the coming year to help everyone adopt customer-

centered thinking? How can we help everyone learn customer-centered thinking at a manageable rate? 

Don’t fool yourself into assuming it can happen through a training course or posters or an executive 

speech. It must become a way of life. 

 

Start now to transform your company to be in-sync with customers through-and-through. The best-loved 

companies need minimal investments in remedial efforts and enticements because they are in-sync, like a 

hand-in-glove feeling, from their customers’ perspective. Think of the ways you can redeploy current 

funding of things that are out-of-sync to things that could create new value. That combination is a well-

founded strategy for long-lasting growth. 

Lynn Hunsaker, ClearAction 

Lynn Hunsaker (CCXP) centers your business on customers. She led CX & marketing for many years 

at Applied Materials & Sonoco, has 4 Kindle titles, taught university courses for 5 years, and leads 

ClearAction, Marketing Operations Partners & the Marketing Future Forum to build your cross-

functional collaboration and strategic value. 
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Eliminating Experience Pain Points, and Creating Customer 

Satisfaction: Is This Ever Enough? 
By Michael Lowenstein, Ph.D., CMC 

After recently reviewing the Forbes customer value/customer loyalty interview of TD Bank’s CMO, 

Vinoo Vijay, one of his areas of emphasis (in addition to frequent customer surveys and generating 

insights from employees) was the resolution of problems. This is extremely important, because it speaks 

to how more progressive companies endeavor to make experiences less painful, if not more fulfilling. 

At the outset, I’d like to applaud the active inclusion of employee input and insights into TD Bank’s 

customer experience program design. Here’s what I said in an interview given about ten years ago: “You 

cannot create, or sustain, customer loyalty without committed employees. The key is to focus on 

developing and supporting employees so that they, in turn, focus on the customer. Ideally, you want every 

employee to be an ambassador. Employee ambassadorship is a framework for linking employee 

commitment to business results by emphasizing the need for the entire organization to create unique, 

value-add customer experiences. Optimizing customer experience is everybody’s job.” 

Now, as to problem resolution, from the Forbes interview, my read (and as indicated by Vijay) is that 

principally this meant the elimination of all customer transactional and relationship pain points. And, this 

perspective got me to thinking: Irrespective of B2B or B2C industry, is the fundamental meeting of basic 

customer expectations, such as a pain-free transactions or experiences, ever sufficient to drive loyalty 

behavior? And, on a related note, is complete satisfaction ever enough to build and sustain loyalty 

behavior? 

Customer Satisfaction Doesn’t Drive Loyalty Behavior 

Let’s begin with creating satisfaction in the form of meeting basic customer product and service needs. 

The surveying, such as referenced by TD Bank, to identify what drives satisfaction-reducing pain will 

provide superficial guidance on emotional drivers of desired customer behavior. As quoted by Vijay in a 

CMO.com interview: 

Particularly in financial services, brands must be grounded in tangible differences. For example, at TD Bank 
we are always looking to build on our unique differences that set us apart from other banks, from the big -
– like being open longer than any other bank –- to the small -– like having pens that are not chained to a 

counter. These are hard investment decisions that come from a deep understanding of customer pain 
points and a commitment to be better. 

Though these tangible issues have some emotional connection, they are still fairly fundamental value 

components. And that’s the first issue. Customer satisfaction is benign and passive; and, it is rarely 

sufficient to generate, or sustain, loyalty behavior. It’s understandable why TD Bank’s marketing takes 

this approach to value. In the case of consumer banking, customer experience research has shown that the 

expectation bar is low enough that even providing slightly enhanced tangible element experiences has 

been sufficient for TD Bank’s “Banking Human” campaign to have been strategically successful. 

However, in most B2B or B2C industries, is simply reducing or eliminating pain points, i.e. meeting 

experience requirements so that the customer is satisfied, enough? Satisfaction has always been about 

what we understand to be total quality expectations in products and services, as perceived by the 

customer. 

http://www.customerthink.com/
http://customerthink.com/author/michael_lowenstein/
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Unfortunately, satisfaction, which mostly measures attitudinal response to the functional and tangible 

elements of value delivery (time or timeline, accuracy, completeness, suitability, price, ease/convenience, 

functionality, etc.), such as Vijay has identified in his interview, has been proven to have little impact on, 

or connection to, actual downstream customer decision-making. Even total quality icon W. Edwards 

Deming believed that satisfaction was an ineffective metric for understanding the effect of expectations 

on customer actions. 

Unexpressed Complaints: An Untapped Opportunity 

What about the customer problems and/or complaints, aka pain points, that are never expressed to the 

vendor? As reported over the years, it has been estimated that only about 2 to 10 percent of B2C 

customers actually air their experience grievances to the supplier. Satisfaction-oriented companies never 

ask customers about complaints they haven’t expressed, and that’s the second issue. Some industries have 

notably high levels of customer complaint silence: financial services, food and beverages, 

pharmaceuticals, and high-tech. 

Why don’t customers complain? 

 They’re busy, and they can’t or don’t want to take the time 

 The consider the complaint interaction a hassle and an annoyance 

 They see no direct value or benefit to them in making the complaint 

 They don’t think the supplier will do anything about the complaint 

 They can get what they want from an alternate supplier, so they switch 

Further, another research company has found that over 40% of the customers in their business-to-business 

database who had a problem or complaint never informed the supplier about it. Their reasons for not 

expressing their complaints were remarkably similar to those given by consumers. We’ve seen other 

studies suggesting that, depending on the industry, unexpressed B2B complaints may range as high as 

80% to 90%, so this is hardly an exclusive B2C issue. Even though the rate of expressed complaints is 

higher in the business-to-business world, the lost revenue potential of unexpressed (and, so, unresolved) 

complaints is significantly greater there because of the lifetime value of each customer. 

Recalling statements made in the TD Bank interview put me in mind of a pivotal piece of very revealing 

earlier financial customer complaint research. In the 1990’s, Banc One conducted a study of the loyalty 

leveraging effect of expressed and unexpressed complaints on its retail business customers. The bank 

found that about half of these customers had service complaints. Of those with a complaint, only about 

half had actually expressed them to bank employees. In other words, fully one-quarter of the complaint 

picture was missing. Further, those who had not expressed their complaints were far less likely to 

continue their relationship with the bank than those who had registered a complaint and had it positively 

resolved. And, of course, those with neutral to negative problem resolution were clearly at risk. 

Here is the summary of what their study found within the customer base: 

 No Complaint(s) (50%): Retention Intent, 82%; Recommendation Likelihood, 89% 

 Registered Complaint(s), Positive Handling (12.5%): Retention Intent, 87%; Recommendation 

Likelihood, 91% 

 Registered Complaint(s), Neutral/Negative Handling (12.5%): Retention Intent, 37%; 

Recommendation Likelihood, 35% 

 Unregistered Complaint(s) (25%): Retention Intent, 55%; Recommendation Likelihood, 61% 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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The potential for complaints to negatively impact customers’ future purchase intent and recommendation 

should never be overlooked. In loyalty research for a B2B client, a major manufacturer of paper and 

related products, it was determined that close to 40% of their high volume accounts had serious 

performance complaints. These complaining customers were fifteen percent less likely to be positive 

about continuing to purchase from the client than those without a complaint. Other studies show similar 

negative loyalty effects of complaints. 

Customers experiencing inefficient or insufficient resolution to complaints are not only less likely to 

repurchase or recommend from that supplier, they will spread their negativism – telling anywhere from 

two to twenty people about their experience in direct word-of-mouth, and significantly more via mobile 

devices and the Internet. And, as we’ve learned, the ‘long tail’ represented by negative online postings 

means that consumers will see opinions of ‘badvocates’ over a considerable period of time. With numbers 

and results like these, it’s little wonder that, left poorly handled or totally unresolved, complaining 

customers can sabotage even the most carefully crafted marketing, social, or customer loyalty program. 

Vijay concluded his CMO.com interview by stating: 

We are focused on making it ridiculously easy for consumers to find, assess, buy and use our banking 
products… The incredible opportunities to engage with consumers that digital, mobile, social and data 

create are game changing. But, as a marketer, the most important thing we can do is ensure our brands 
continue to build on and follow through on their promises. Only then will every touch point with the 

consumer… turn into a real positive. 

Wise words, to which I’d easily agree. That said, I’d respectfully advise TD Bank –- and any B2B or B2C 

company interested in optimizing customer behavior -– that a) more needs to be done than just 

understanding what satisfies customers, and b) generating (and resolving) unexpressed complaints, i.e. 

unsurfaced pain points, have such significant power that they should have equal priority with all other 

areas of stakeholder insight. 

If I were asked for prescriptives, recognizing that most companies don’t actively look to fix what they 

perceive as working well, here are the two things I’d suggest: 

1. Beyond transactional pain point reduction or elimination, identify (on an emotional as well as 

functional level) what makes for positive, differentiated, memorable and sustainable experiences that 

drive long-term loyalty behavior. 

2. Following the Ishikawa Five Why concept of delving into customer behavior, identify complaints that 

haven’t been registered, determine their severity (as well as what has kept the complaint(s) from being 

surfaced), and address them. 

Michael Lowenstein, Ph.D., CMC; Beyond Philosophy 

Michael Lowenstein, Ph.D., CMC, is Thought Leadership Principal for Beyond Philosophy, an 
international customer-centricity and customer experience consultancy 
(www.beyondphilosophy.com), based in the U.S., member of Advisory Council, Customer Value 
Creation International, and CustomerThink Advisor. He specializes in customer life cycle 
management, strategic/profitable customer relationships, customer experience 

research/strategy, and employee performance research, consulting, and training, and he is the author of six 
customer-centric strategy books and over 200 white papers and articles. 
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8 Reasons Why Your Company Isn’t Creating Value 
By Gautam Mahajan 

Value Creation is a distinctive mind-set. It is a mentality driven by enhanced self-esteem, awareness and 

pro-activeness. It goes beyond just doing your job, it is doing something extra. 

Value Creation is executing proactive, imaginative or inspired actions that increase the net worth of 

products, services or an entire business to create better gains or value for Customers, stakeholders and 

shareholders. Value Creation stimulates executives and business leaders to generate improved value for 

Customers, driving success for the organization and its stakeholders. 

Value Creation creates Customer conscious companies. 

If Value Creation is so good and basic a management technique, why is it not being adopted in a universal 

fashion? Which of these is holding your company from using it (If you are using value creation 

techniques, you would be aware of this! Are you?) You will find that smart people like you will be able to 

create more value when you focus on doing so. 

There are several reasons: 

1. You are captives to what you have been taught and what you have learnt. 

 You have been taught to be executives, and hard driving at that to create value for the 

company. 

 Customer believe that Value Creation for the company means increased profits, typically by 

reducing costs, increasing efficiency and trying to increase market share 

 You are taught to forget that you are Customers too. You therefore find it difficult to think like 

an executive and Customer at the same time 

2. You have to take advantage of everything in your power to create value for the company. 

This could mean exploiting the employees, Customers and partners, of society and ethics, if you have to. 

This concept is undergoing a sea change, as executives now know the importance of employees, 

Customers and partners and society and ethics (values). But it hasn’t gone far enough. 

All these prevent us from adopting Value Creation in the proper manner. 

3. In the last 20 years, CEO compensation has gone up much faster than profits, and is based on 

short term profits. 

The lifespan of CEO’s has gone down, making them look for quick wins. 

 More and more of the executive bonuses are now being based on short term profits. Stocks and 

options compensation have gone up sky high. Huge motivation to make more money now. Why 

worry about the long run? The CEO may not last that long 

 See the two charts below, showing the lifespan of companies and executives is reducing and 

executive compensation is going up, especially through stocks and options 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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Taken from James Montier 

 

The short term thinking is against Customer Value Creation and Value Creation in general, except for 

Value Creation for the shareholder. 

3. MBA and professional schools teach students to become executives, and teach them that 

shareholder wealth is the real purpose of the firm, then that is what they will practice. 

They do not understand that shareholder wealth is a result and not the purpose of their existence 

 Shareholder value is not necessarily shareholder wealth. It can mean much more than that. It could 

be a focus on employees and Customers or even societal value 

 Shareholder Value (read Profits) grows by increasing Customer Value Creation because it grows 

loyalty and market share 

  

http://www.customerthink.com/
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4. There is an overemphasis on efficiency, systems and processes. 

Not enough thought is given to mind-set and attitudes, which are required to increase employee and 

Customer Value. 

Mind-set comes from education and awareness, and wanting to create value rather than being forced to do 

so 

5. More time and emphasis is paid to correcting problems and settling complaints, rather than to 

get to Zero Complaints 

 Every time there is a complaint, it takes away the value you are providing. What are you doing to 

prevent complaints from happening? 

 This requires a mind-set that works systemically to avoid complaints, driving the business to a 

Zero Complaint state 

 There is a feeling that complaints give you the opportunity to interact with a customer. Surely, 

there are better ways to do so! Imagine, the waiter drops soup on you; a true cause for a complaint. 

Is this what you want as an interaction? Better to find more positive ways of interacting with 

customers 

6. Competition is doing the same thing, why change. Let’s all make merry and get our bonuses. 

Why do we need to be different? Because we will gain competitive advantage and be ahead of 

competition, rather than be followers 

7. Customer concepts apart from being executive led are also embedded by consultants who in a 

race to get ahead come up with niche phrases like CRM, CX, Customer Journey, Customer Effort 

etc. but all focused on processes. 

 There is confusion on basic definitions. So work is done in bits and pieces instead of a real sea-

change as outlined in my book, Total Customer Value Management: Transforming Business 

Thinking. 

 You may not realise a customer journey requires an effort. You may not realise that the basic 

product and the service should provide the experience, and other experiences other than delightful 

ones are unnecessary. Thus, a good experience is when you are upgraded by an airline or being 

allowed to get free miles for lower points. 

 The reverse is having an experience such as cancelled flights. We do not want this experience. If it 

does happen, the Customer journey to get the problem solved should be minimal. 

8. Employees and departments such as HR and IT are not taught to create true value and remain 

staff functions 

 Owners or managers or employees must realize that company’s place a value on their positions 

(what the company will get vs what it costs them to have the employee). Value is created when 

employees do something extra and go beyond what is expected of them. Employees add value by 

doing things better than others. If actions are worse employees destroy value. Those that add value 

get promoted and get better raises. 

 Employees destroy value sometimes. Why would one wish to destroy value? But value gets 

destroyed, too, unconsciously 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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 Put your Customers at the centre of your business decisions on making organizational changes 

Destruction of value happens unconsciously just as creation of value. If you created value consciously and 

you understood this you would work differently. 

And companies, if they understood the true intent of shareholder value and that there is a strong 

connection between creating value for employees and employees creating value for Customers to increase 

profits will embrace Value Creation. 

Gautam Mahajan, Customer Value Foundation 

Gautam Mahajan, President of Customer Value Foundation is the leading global leader in 
Customer Value Management. Mr Mahajan worked for a Fortune 50 company in the USA for 17 
years and had hand-on experience in consulting, training of leaders, professionals, managers and 
CEOs from numerous MNCs and local conglomerates like Tata, Birla and Godrej groups. He is also 
the author of widely acclaimed books "Customer Value Investment: Formula for Sustained 

Business Success" and "Total Customer Value Management: Transforming Business Thinking." He is Founder 
Editor of the Journal of Creating Value 

7 Customer Needs that Lead to a Winning “Me2B” Culture  
By Bill Price  

Soon after my co-author David Jaffe and I got our 1st book published (The Best Service is No Service: 

Liberating Your Customers From Customer Service, Keep Them Happy and Control Costs, Wiley/Jossey-

Bass, 2008), we got a lot of comments on its final chapter that we called “Deliver great service 

experiences”. Some of these comments noted that delivering them would be harder if you implemented 

the core concepts in Best Service (eliminate dumb contacts and produce automation and self-service that 

work); others noted that service experiences weren’t broad enough – that you have to look at end-to-end 

customer experiences. 

We agreed, and started to research why some companies “get it,” and wanted to find out how they were 

able to deliver great customer experiences on an end-to-end basis — companies like Amazon, Apple, 

Danaher, Nike, Nordstrom, Starbucks, and USAA that are based in the US, many truly global players; and 

companies like Hilti, Vente-Privee, and Yamato Transport that are based outside of the States. We met 

with these and other customer experience leaders – companies whose multi-year shareholder returns, 

ACSI scores (or the equivalent), NPS, CES (Customer Effort Scores), and other metrics far eclipsed their 

peers – and discovered some startlingly simple tenets: 

 They no longer believed that they could “manage” their customers; rather, they embraced that “the 

customer is in charge”. As Amazon now puts it, “we start with the customer and work 

backwards”. 

 Their corporate culture was so deeply surrounding customer experience that it was often hard for 

them to express it. 

 They went the extra mile to ensure that their entire workforce, not just “customer-facing 

employees,” were empowered and energized to “do the right thing,” as Nordstrom lays out in their 

training manual (that’s the entire manual!). 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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They demonstrated from top to bottom, across all teams, and with their partners what we wound up 

calling Me2B as the replacement for “B2B” or “B2C,” both of which start with the business. Instead, 

these Me2B Leaders truly live the “inverted pyramid” placing the customer at the top. As a result of our 

interviews and research we produced “book 2”: Your Customer Rules! Delivering the Me2B Experiences 

That Today’s Customers Demand (Wiley/Jossey Bass, 2015). 

When we talked with these Me2B Leaders we heard story after story after story, augmenting minimal 

training (see again the Nordstrom one-liner) and constant feedback loops with their relentless focus on the 

customer needs, both expressed and unexpressed. Taking the one step further we teased out “7 Customer 

Needs” in a hierarchy reminiscent of the Maslow Hierarchy of Needs. Each “needs” wound up with 5 or 6 

sub-needs and, importantly, was viewed as equally applicable to deliver great employee experiences. 

Makes sense, doesn’t it? Unless your employees have great experiences, how can your customers have a 

chance to have great experiences? 

Here’s how the 7 Customer Needs for Me2B lay out: 

Each of these 7 Customer Needs that lead to the winning Me2B culture is explicitly expressed in the 

customer’s voice. This makes it easy to measure the depth and intensity of Me2B, e.g. with speech or data 

mining customer calls, email, chat threads, and social posts; it also makes it easy for the customer-facing 

employees to hear them, and feel better about their companies and thereby reinforce their own positive 

experiences. Or, if employees do not believe that they apply to 

Let’s look at each one. 

We start with “You know me, you remember me” across multiple channels (creating the “omni-

channel” experience many companies are trying to achieve), across time, among the customers’ families 

and connections. One of my favorite “bad stories” is when the hotel check in clerk asks “Is this the first 

that you have stayed with us?” Think about how off-putting that is for the frequent guest! 

Based on knowing customers, you then want them to say “You give me choices” and “You make it easy 

for me”. Choices mean that the customer does have control, rather than being told what’s best for them. 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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Easy ties into the rapidly growing Customer Effort Score (CES) that Me2B Leaders explicitly or 

implicitly score in the top echelons by focusing like a laser to remove the barriers for their customers and 

for their employees to work with customers. 

We then build one more layer with “You value me” and “You trust me,” both essential to win the hearts 

and wallets of customers. Value means listening and acting upon the voice of the customer in what we 

saw as (a) what customers say and don’t say, and (b) what customers do and don’t do. Trust includes not 

challenging the customer’s version of events and not treating all customers like fraudsters, among other 

important insights. 

And finally we get to “You surprise me with stuff that I can’t imagine” and “You help me better, you 

help me do more”. One of my favorite “good stories” for surprise is where companies enable customers 

to say “you treat me like a new customer all the time,” while help stretches through the customer journey 

and anticipates what’s best for the customer, all the time. 

So that’s it – a quick intro to Me2B. In my next several columns we will explore the “Four Foundations” 

that are needed to produce these 7 Customer Needs, some of the best stories – both bad ones and good 

ones – and the four types of Me2B Leaders. 

Bill Price, Driva Solutions, LLC 

Bill Price is a Partner with Antuit (Big Data) and President of Driva Solutions, co-founded the 
LimeBridge Global Alliance, chairs the Global Operations Council, teaches at the University of 
Washington and Stanford MBA programs, and is the lead author of The Best Service is No 
Service and Your Customer Rules! Bill served as Amazon.com’s first Global VP of Customer Service 
and held senior positions at MCI, ACP, and McKinsey. Bill graduated from Dartmouth (BA) and 

Stanford (MBA). 

3 Ways to Increase Customer Retention, Boost Profits 
By Ernan Roman 

We all know that 20% of our existing customers generate 80% of profits. However, the customer 

retention efforts of many companies still leave a lot to be desired. 

According to a report by the Harvard Business Review/Bain & Company, “increasing customer retention 

rates by 5% increases profits by 25% to 95%.” 

Additionally, in a Retention Science study it was noted that: 

 Advanced customer lifecycle metrics are being adopted slowly with only 23% of marketers 

tracking the rate at which their customers churn, and under 40% tracking customer lifetime value. 

 70% believe that their retention marketing efforts are only average, poor, or need improvement. 

So, what should companies do to improve customer retention? Here are three actions that can help: 
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1. Know Your Customers 

According to the Email Marketing Census three quarters of companies (73%) carry out basic 

segmentation. However only 22% said that they currently implement ‘advanced segmentation’. 

It is essential that you adopt strategies to engage customers and prospects with communications that are 

relevant to their individual interests. It’s time to move away from “mass personalization” (an oxymoron), 

to true personalization driven by the needs of individual customers. 

Case in point; traditionally, the Kentucky Derby was marketing based on assumptions about their 

customers. They knew little about their email subscriber file, people’s interests and what would make 

them want to engage. 

To turn things around, they implemented a new strategy to learn more about their fans and cultivate 

engagement with the race and venue. The program included: 

 Identifying specific fan behaviors in order to develop three interest-driven databases for targeted 

communications. 

 Creating newsletters that contained content that would speak specifically to the three identified 

segment audiences. 

 Through call-to-action clicks, they were able to ascertain what part of the Derby experience was of 

importance. 

 Based on behaviors, consumers were constantly moved into more appropriate segments so they 

could receive more relevant communications. 

As a result of these actions, the Kentucky Derby achieved an average read rate of 37.35%, an average 

clickthrough rate of 19.44%, and a reduced opt-out rate of 64%. 

2. Develop Opportunities to Engage 

When you make it a priority to understand what your customers want from your business and what is 

important to their personal or business lives, you can create authentic and powerful opportunities to 

engage with your brand and product. 

UK fashion giant ASOS, voted the Awards for Excellence 2014 winner by the Marketing Society of the 

UK, developed a loyal following via retention marketing campaigns on Twitter and Facebook which 

generated excitement about the brand and cultivated a community experience. 

The company used a social app to drive users to the website via a virtual “queue” which allowed users to 

gain access to digital sales previews. Points were gained by users engaging with the app and sharing their 

experience on their social media posts. 

The app received 715,745 shares and was seen more than 1 million times, resulting a 32% increase in 

Facebook fans and 174,000 people joining the virtual queue. This resulted in an increase in traffic and 

conversions on the ASOS website. 

The company is also very active on another social platform frequented by their target customers, 

Pinterest, where they generate an average 7,202 pins a week. In 2012 the company had 8,000 Pinterest 

followers; that number rose to 49,458 by December 2013; and quadrupled by 2014 to 220,784 followers. 

http://www.customerthink.com/
https://econsultancy.com/reports/email-census
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http://www.asos.com/
https://www.marketingsociety.com/the-library/2014-winner-asos-social-media-case-study
http://www.smp.uk.com/blog/what-does-successful-social-media-campaign-look
https://econsultancy.com/blog/65826-what-is-asos-doing-so-right-on-pinterest/
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3. Prioritize Personalization Strategies and Technology 

A study published the Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) Council and Tealium, a marketing solutions 

provider, noted a strong link between improved marketing performance and a strong digital marketing 

technology plan. It determined that: 

“…those with a formal strategy contribute more to overall revenue and value creation. 50 percent are able 

to achieve more targeted, efficient and relevant customer engagements, and 39 percent achieve greater 

return and accountability of marketing spend.” 

Gilt, a top internet retailer has invested in technology to deliver a high level of personalization and 

relevance that drives customer engagement and retention. Results from their efforts have included 

increased orders, decreased email and mobile push notification unsubscribe rates and higher repeat 

purchase rates. 

When customers return to the company’s home page they are presented with highly customized content 

based on that individual’s past history. Variables that drive this level of personalization include previous 

browsing, purchasing, favorite brands and wish lists. Additionally, customers receive personalized “Your 

Personal Sale” offers. These feature the most relevant brands and products based on their shopping 

patterns and self-stated preferences. This allows Gilt to further refine their personalization algorithms. 

Building on this success, Gilt recently took this approach to the next level with their Concierge Service, a 

high-touch and personal concierge program that captures customer’s preferences at every touch point 

(phone, email, chat). Through this Concierge program, Gilt has achieved double-digit reactivation and a 

10% + increase in additional orders from their best customers. 

Takeaways 

 Increasing customer retention rates increases profits  
Not only will you keep the customers you have but they will be more likely to refer your business 

to others. As reported in Luxury Daily, 20% percent of luxury sales are generated by word-of-

mouth. 

 Understand customer lifecycle metrics.  
Marketers need to have a better understanding of their customer’s journey – and why customers 

leave. You need to track the rate and reasons for customer churn, so you can better understand 

what is needed to increase retention. 

 Don’t run your marketing based on assumptions.  
Through the use of well defined and accurately generated data you can develop effective 

segmentation strategies that will allow you to target the exact audience that is receptive to your 

messaging. 

  

http://www.customerthink.com/
http://www.cmocouncil.org/press-detail.php?id=4947
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In summary, retention is directly related to a company’s ability to develop and deliver highly personalized 

content, communications and experiences. By creating strategies to get customers toactively engage with 

your brand you provide tangible reasons to come back for more. 

Ernan Roman, Ernan Roman Direct Marketing 

Ernan Roman, President, ERDM, was inducted into the DMA Marketing Hall of Fame based on 
results companies achieve with three Customer Experience methodologies he created: Voice of 
Customer Relationship Research, Integrated Direct Marketing and Opt-in Marketing. ERDM 
specializes in conducting Voice of Customer research to identify Customer Experience strategies 
that generate significant increases in response and revenue for clients including IBM, 

MassMutual, QVC and Microsoft. 

The First Question on the Customer-centric Journey: Who is 

Your Customer?  
By Tony Ulwick 

Before a company can become customer-centric, company managers must agree on exactly who the 

customer is. Gaining such agreement is not easy. When we ask company managers who their customer is, 

we typically hear, “We have many customers.” Often they add that customers include both “internal 

stakeholders and external customers.” 

To further complicate matters, external customers are typically said to 

include influencers, decision makers, buying groups, end users, operators, 

installers, and others. In a medical device company, for example, external 

customers include the surgeon, patient, insurer, nurse, operating-room 

manager, and hospital buying group, among others. It’s true that a company 

has many customers, but is there a way to simplify matters? 

Let’s start with the why question. Why do we need to know who the 

customer is? Obviously, we want to know who it is we’re trying to serve, 

but there is a more tactical reason. From a customer centricity perspective, 

we must identify the customer so we can gain the insights we need to create products and services that 

will get the job done better and/or more cheaply. So the question becomes, “Who holds these insights?” 

Through our work, we have discovered that there are three key customer types that must be considered: 

the purchase decision maker, the job executor, and the product life cycle support team. 

The purchase decision maker 

The purchase decision maker is responsible for seeking out and evaluating alternative offerings and 

deciding which to buy. The purchase decision maker can provide your company with the customer 

insights it needs to figure out how to create a product or service that will get the job done more cheaply. 

The buyer of a surgical tool (who could be an operating-room manager, a hospital administrator, or 

someone holding another title), for example, may be seeking products that will “reduce the patient’s 

length of stay” or “reduce the likelihood of a recurrence.” Financial metrics such as these drive the buying 

http://www.customerthink.com/
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decision. Purchase decision makers are key customers whose insights can often affect the company’s 

business model decisions, thus enabling the customer to get the job done more cheaply. 

The job executor 

The job executor is the person who uses the product or service to get a job done. In many B2B situations, 

the purchase decision maker and the job executor are different people. In B2C situations, the decision 

maker and executor are more likely to be the same person. 

The job executor can provide your company with the insights it needs to figure out how to create a 

product that will get the job done better: faster, more predictably, and more efficiently, with higher output 

or throughput. The job executor in the example featuring the surgical tool is the surgeon. The surgeon 

may be seeking products or services that will “minimize the likelihood of removing healthy tissue” or 

“quickly determine the points of affixation for attachment.” Job executors are key customers because their 

intimate knowledge of the job-to-be-done provides the company with key functional metrics that will lead 

to a product or service that gets the job done better. 

The product life cycle support team 

The product lifecycle support team is comprised of the people who help install, set up, store, transport, 

maintain, repair, clean, upgrade, and dispose of the product, and perform other support services as 

necessary. Not all these consumption chain jobs apply in every situation, but the people responsible for 

the ones that do apply can provide your company with insights that will lead to a product that requires less 

support. A product that does not have to be installed, set up, stored, transported, and so on, is far more 

valuable than one that does. 

Simplifying or eliminating these consumption chain jobs has two key benefits: (i) it can lower the cost of 

product ownership, which satisfies the needs of the purchase decision maker, and (ii) it makes the product 

more convenient to use, which satisfies the needs of the job executor. All those responsible for supporting 

the product throughout its lifecycle are key customers because their insights make it possible for the 

company to create a more positive customer experience. 

By focusing on these three customers, a company will gain the insights it needs to create a product or 

service that will get a job done better along multiple dimensions—and more cheaply. More importantly, if 

your company creates a product or service that addresses the unmet needs of all three of these customers, 

it will find that influencers will recommend it, distributors and retailers will carry it, those on social media 

will promote it, people will buy it, and your internal stakeholders will be satisfied by the financial 

rewards. Focusing on these three customers is the first step a company must take on its journey to 

customer centricity. 

Tony Ulwick, Strategyn 

Tony Ulwick is the founder of Strategyn, a corporate innovation and venturing firm. His work has 
generated billions of dollars in revenue growth for dozens of global firms, including Microsoft, 
Johnson & Johnson, and Motorola. Tony is the creator of Outcome-Driven Innovation® (ODI) 
http://goo.gl/mPbYJ, a process that transforms the popular "jobs-to-be-done" innovation theory 
into a comprehensive practice. Over the 21 years he has spent developing ODI, Tony has been 
granted five patents, with five additional patents pending. He is the author of the best-selling 

book What Customers Want. 
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